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INDOOR & OUTDOOR

The key?

YOUR SMARTPHONE!

Key Less
No Combination
Share Access Remotely
Reinforced Security

Applications:
Remote sites that need occasional intervention, storage rooms, technical areas, locker
rooms, multi-user equipment…

BLUETOOTH® S
SECURITY IS OUR PRIORITY
For certain sectors such as utility, industry,
transportation and distribution center,
construction… it’s essential to secure the
access to the sites, areas, and other strategic
locations.

But using traditional padlock has some limitations:
>> Misplaced or forgotten keys
>> Stolen keys
>> Unauthorized keys duplication
>> Combination difficult to remember
>> Combination to change each time an employee is leaving the company
>> No access visibility…

A MASTER LOCK SOLUTION!
To overcome these limitations, MASTER LOCK
has developed the Bluetooth® Smart Connected
padlock which unlocks with your smartphone.
Make access more convenient for your employees
and proactively manage users with the audit feature
and activity report.

Result:
Quick and easy access to save you time and money.

MART PADLOCK
USE YOUR SMARTPHONE
AS A UNIQUE KEY
No more key and combination problems.
You will no longer need to replace keys
or communicate secret combinations.
Padlocks are opened using the
Bluetooth ® Smart protocol in a
smartphone or device.
Easy to use and to open, it can be
used in the dark.
Ideal for: high employee turnover
and places where combinations
or keys losses are frequent.

SHARE ACCESS
REMOTELY
With the Bluetooth Padlock your employees are immediately operational!
No need to manage physical keys:
you share the access or delete other
users without needing to meet via the
free app Master Lock Vault eLocks.
Ideal for: remote sites.

MANAGE
TEMPORARY ACCESS
Access can be granted for limited time frames.
Ideal for :
- Remote sites that need occasional intervention.
- Sites with team shifts.
- Quick intervention in case of emergency.

BLUETOOTH® SMART PADLOCK

MONITORING
Review in real time who has access
to your business, when, how long and
who attempted to open the padlock.
This logbook is easy to use and
allows you to manage and to control
your team’s access.
Keep informed of the unauthorized
access attempts.

EASY USE IN
4 STEPS
TECHNOLOGY AT
THE SERVICE OF
SECURITY
Electromechanical solutions allow an
additional security level required in
most of the sectors.
That’s why we recommend the
Bluetooth ® Smart Connected
padlock in various applications and
considerations.
This padlock has been designed to
ensure the highest security.
Equipped with a thermoplastic
elastomer cover, the outdoor
Connected Padlock version is
suitable with all weather conditions.

 - Activate the Vault App as well as
the Bluetooth® Smart ready device
(smartphone).

 - Press any button on the lock to wake
up the lock: the LED of the padlock
becomes blue.

 - The padlock sends a Bluetooth signal.
Upon identifying an authorised device
within range, the lock will light green and
release the locking mechanism.

 - The user now has to pull the shackle:
it’s open!
Provision’s for locker applications where
the phone is in proximity of the lock, but
the user does not want the lock to unlock.
In that case, the padlock can be unlocked
manually with a combination.
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